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Working Together to End Cancer

From the workplace to the university campus, research labs to community clinics, we unite health champions to reduce the risk of cancer, enable early diagnosis, expand access to treatments, and hasten the discovery of new and more effective therapies.

We want to end cancer as a personal disease and public health problem for all.


Partner with Us
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CEO Roundtable on Cancer Presents Spirit of Health Award to Gail Stephens and SAS

The CEO Roundtable on Cancer has awarded its Robert A. Ingram Spirit of Health Award to Gail Stephens, vice president of Health and Life Sciences at SAS, for her commitment [...]






	
							
										
							




CEO Roundtable on Cancer Hosts First Partnership Summit

 The CEO Roundtable on Cancer hosted its inaugural Partnership Summit at the global headquarters of SAS in Cary, North Carolina on Feb. 29 and March 1. The summit, a [...]






	
							
										
							




Dr. Sean Khozin Appointed Chief Executive Officer of CEO Roundtable on Cancer

The CEO Roundtable on Cancer (CEORT) announced today the appointment of Sean Khozin, MD, MPH, as its next chief executive officer. A distinguished leader with senior executive experience in government [...]






	
							
										
							




Two New Schools Join Going for Gold

The CEO Roundtable on Cancer announced today that the University of North Carolina Pembroke and the University of Texas Permian Basin have joined its Going for Gold initiative. Going for Gold extends the Roundtable’s [...]


















What We Do




Project Data Sphere® is a forum for data research and big data analytics across many sectors. By growing collaborations, we offer shared and integrated data coupled with expertise and insights to expedite the discovery of new treatments and better understand the impact of existing therapies.


Learn more



The Cancer Gold Standard™ is a workplace wellness program helping organizations reduce the risk and burden of cancer among their employees, families, and communities.


Learn more



Going for Gold extends the CEO Cancer Gold Standard™ employer accreditation to recognize universities that champion health and well-being by advancing prevention, diagnosis, and quality treatment for cancer for their students, faculty, staff, alumni, parents, and communities.


Learn more










Partners

123

States and Countries

CEO Roundtable Reach




Lives Covered

7,432,771

Gold Standard Progress




Peer-Reviewed Publications from our data

>135

Project Data Sphere Impact







							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					Become a partner to help join the fight to end cancer

Join Us





1204 Village Market Place, Suite 288

Morrisville, NC 27560

(919) 531-3123
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